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Additive principal components (APCs) generalize classical principal component
analysis to additive nonlinear transformations. Smallest APCs are additive func-
tions of the vector X=(X1 , ..., Xp) minimizing the variance under orthogonality
constraints and are characterized as eigenfunctions of an operator which is compact
under a standard condition on the joint distribution of (X1 , ..., Xp). As a by-
product, smallest APC nearly satisfies the equation j ,j (X j)=0 and then provides
powerful tools for regression and data analysis diagnostics.
The principal aim of this paper is the estimation of smallest APCs based on a
sample from the distribution of X. This is achieved using additive splines, which
have been recently investigated in several functional estimation problems. The rates
of convergence are then derived under mild conditions on the component functions.
These rates are the same as the optimal rates for a nonparametric estimate of a
univariate regression function.  1999 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62H25, 62H12.
Key words and phrases: additive principal components; nonlinear transforma-
tions; additive splines; rate of convergence.
1. INTRODUCTION
Classical data analysis techniques such as principal component analysis
(PCA) are mainly intended to exhibit linear dependencies between
variables in order to reduce the dimension. A large literature has been
focused on nonlinear extensions of these methods and several alternative
techniques have been proposed to achieve this goal.
Following Bekker and de Leeuw [1] these generalizations can be
gathered into two classes: multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) and
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non-metric principal component analysis (NCA). MCA allows extensions of
linear to nonlinear transformations of variables and was previously intro-
duced for investigating categorical variables (see Benzecri [2], Greenacre
[13], and Gifi [12]). The case of continuous variables has been treated by
van Rijckevorsel [21] using spline transformations. In the general setting
of Hilbert spaces, Naouri [16] and Dauxois and Pousse [8] have also
investigated nonlinear extensions of PCA for continuous variables. Non-
metric principal component analysis was previously introduced by Kruskal
and Shepard [15] and unlike in MCA, nonlinear transformations are
intended to minimize different loss function than in PCA. Bekker and de
Leeuw [1] compare both methods after reformulating them. For more
details on nonlinear extensions of PCA we refer to this last paper and to
Buja [4].
Recently, Donnell et al. [10] (see also El Faouzi [11]) have investigated
the setting of multiple correspondence analysis additive principal components
(APCs) which allow nonlinear dependencies between variables. This new
class of models replaces linear functions of the vector X=(X1 , ..., Xp) by
additive functions  pj=1 ,r, j (Xj)=, r(X) with minimal variance under
orthogonality with the r&1 first additive components. In the present paper
we address the problem of estimating functions ,r, j . We derive in Section 3
an estimate for these functions by means of additive splines.
In their paper, Donnell et al. [10] are mainly interested in smallest
additive principal components (see Section 2) since they provide powerful
tools in regression or data analysis whereas interpretation of largest APCs
is not easy in practice. Indeed smallest APCs provide approximations for
the implicit equation
:
p
j=1
,j (Xj)=0, (1.1)
which defines an additive manifold of co-dimension 1. Usefulness of estima-
tion of this equation appears in the following additive regression model
E(Y | X)= :
p
j=1
j (Xj). (1.2)
In the presence of exact ‘‘concurvity,’’ that is (1.1) holds for some
functions ,j , model (1.2) is the same as E(Y | X)=j (j+=, j)(Xj). Even
near-concurvity may lead to instability in estimation of functions j . As an
example, Donnell et al. [10] exhibit concurvity in the ozone data from
Breiman and Friedman [3] and compare smallest APC with Breiman and
Friedman’s ACE which is intended for finding optimal transformations of
variables. Smallest APC is also a useful tool for finding (nonlinear) strong
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dependencies between variables in a symmetric way, i.e., when no predic-
tors and response have been designated a priori. This is in essence the
difference with the ACE model for which a transformation of the response
is modeled as an additive transformation of the predictors (see Donnell et
al. [10] for a discussion of this topic).
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 some definitions and
properties for APCs are given. The main point is to show that APCs are
eigenfunctions of an operator which is compact under a suitable condition
on the distribution of the vector (X1 , ..., Xp). Existence of APCs is then
discussed. This section is closely connected with results included in the
paper of Donnell et al. [10]. Spline estimates of APCs based on a sample
(X1 , ..., Xn) are introduced in Section 3. The rates of convergence for these
estimates are obtained provided that the functions ,r, j are differentiable up
to any desired order. Section 4 includes some technical results for additive
splines based on B-splines. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of the main
result. Note that the results we give here are essentially valid for a vector
X with a general continuous distribution.
2. ADDITIVE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
Suppose that X=(X1 , ..., Xp) is a random vector defined on a compact
set which we suppose to be [0, 1] p without loss of generality. For
j=1, ..., p, we denote by Hj the Hilbert space of measurable functions , j of
Xj such that
E,j (Xj)=0, E,2j (Xj)<, (2.1)
with norm and inner product defined as
&,&2=E,2j (Xj), (,j , j) =E,j (Xj) j (Xj).
Let H be the Hilbert space of functions 8=(,1 , ..., ,p) such that ,j # Hj
with norm and inner product defined as
&8&2H= :
p
j=1
E,2j (Xj), (8, 9) H= :
p
j=1
E,j (Xj) j (Xj).
For 8=(,1 , ..., ,p) in H we denote by , the additive measurable func-
tion of X defined as
, (X)= :
p
j=1
,j (Xj). (2.2)
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Definition 2.1. The vector 8=(,1 , ..., ,p) is a smallest additive prin-
cipal component (of the space H), if
Var[, (X)]=min ! subject to :
p
j=1
Var ,j (Xj)=1.
Definition 2.2. We say that 8r=(,r, 1 , ..., ,r, p) is a smallest additive
principal component (of the space H), if
Var[, r(X)]=min! subject to :
p
j=1
E,r, j (Xj) ,l, j (Xj)=0,
for l=1, ..., r&1,
and :
p
j=1
Var ,r, j (Xj)=1.
APCs are then a direct generalization of linear principal components: if
Hj is restricted to be the space of linear functions ,r, j (Xj)=ar, jX j and X j
is standardized (EXj=0, Var Xj=1), constraints for APCs specialize to
j a2r, j=1, j ar, ja l, j=0, l=1, ..., r&1.
We now discuss the problem of existence of APCs and characterize them
as eigenfunctions of some operator. For j=1, ..., p, we denote by Pj the
orthogonal projection onto Hj , i.e., the conditional expectation given Xj ,
and then define in H the operator P by its component mappings
[P8]j=Pj \ :
p
j $=1
, j $+ .
Then, it is easy to see that
Var[, (X)]=(8, P8) H .
Moreover P is symmetric, non-negative definite and bounded above by p
(see Donnell et al. [10] for a proof). This characterization implies that an
rth smallest APC 8r , if it exists, is an eigenfunction corresponding to the
rth smallest eigenvalue *r of the operator P and moreover Var[, (X)]=*r .
Now to get existence of APCs we assume that the following condition
holds:
Condition 1. The distribution of X is absolutely continuous and its
density f is bounded and the marginal densities of X1 , ..., Xp are bounded
from zero.
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For 1 j, j $ p, let f j, j $ be the joint distribution of (Xj , Xj $) and f j , f j $
marginals. Then, under condition 1 one has
|| f 2j, j $ ( f j fj $)<, (2.3)
and this last inequality insures that the restriction Pj | j $ of P j to H j $ has the
HilbertSchmidt property and then
Pj | j $ is compact. (2.4)
Donnell et al. [10] show that if (2.4) holds for every 1 j, j $ p, then
P&I is a compact operator so that the following proposition is true:
Proposition 2.1. Under condition 1, P&I is compact.
Using classical properties of compact operators we can derive the
existence of a sequence of eigenvalues l1 , ..., lr , ..., of P&I such that 0 is the
only possible accumulation point, each non-zero eigenvalue has finite
multiplicity, and eigenspaces corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are
orthogonal. The correspondence between eigenvalues *r of P and lr of P&I
can be seen through the relation *r=lr+1 and hence the eigenvalues *r
inherit the properties of the eigenvalues lr . In particular, 1 is the only
possible accumulation point of (*r)r and Donnell et al. [10] show that
pairwise independence of X1 , ..., Xp is equivalent to the null analysis for
APC; that is, the spectrum of P is reduced to 1. In other cases there are
small and large eigenvalues, i.e., eigenvalues *r<1 for which Var(, r(X))<
j E[,r, j (Xj)]2 and eigenvalues *r>1 for which Var(, (X))>j E[,r, j (Xj)]2
(see Section 4 in Donnell et al. [10]). In the rest of this paper we assume
that we are in the non-null analysis for APCs and consider smallest
APCs, that is, APCs associated with the sequence *$1<*$2< } } } of distinct
eigenvalues <1. In the following we denote by dl the multiplicity of *$l ,
El the eigenspace associated with *$l (dim El=dl), m1=0 and for l>1,
ml= l&1i=1 di .
3. SPLINE ESTIMATES OF ADDITIVE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
We investigate in this section APCs estimation from independent random
vectors X1 , ..., Xn , (where Xi=(Xi, 1 , ..., Xi, p)) having the same distribution
as X. Donnell et al. [10] present two kind of estimates for APCs: the
first consists in orthogonal projection onto finite-dimensional spaces of
functions and the second is based on an iterative method using general
regression smoothers as building blocks. In the first class, El Faouzi [11]
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proposes to estimate APCs by means of additive splines. This kind of
estimate was recently used in several nonparametric problems: see Stone
[19] for additive regression estimation, Burman [5] for ACE and Chen
[7] for projection pursuit regression; see also Stone [20] for generaliza-
tions to interaction models.
Let m be a nonnegative integer and 0<:1; ;=m+: and q is an
integer such that q;. We consider the set Sk, q of spline functions defined
on [0, 1] with degree q and k equispaced knots. Such functions s satisfy
the two conditions
(i) s is a polynomial of degree q on [(&&1)k, &k], for &=1, ..., k,
(ii) s is (q&1)-times continuously differentiable on [0, 1].
We define our spline estimate 8 r , of an r th APC as
8 r=(, r, 1 , ..., , r, p) with , r, j # Sk, q ,
which solves the minimization problem
n&1 :
n
i=1 _ :
p
j=1
, r, j (Xi, j)&
2
=min! (3.1)
subject to the constraints
n&1 :
n
i=1
, r, j (X i, j)=0, j=1, ..., p,
(3.2)
n&1 :
n
i=1
:
p
j=1
, r, j (Xi, j) , l, j(Xi, j)=$r, l , l=1, ..., r,
where $r, l is the Kronecker delta.
The minimization problem in (3.1) is finite dimensional and we will see
in Section 4 that it can be converted into a spectral decomposition
problem: numerical minimization is then solved by using B-splines.
In order to derive rates of convergence for estimators we need to assume
the two following assumptions:
Condition 2. The function ,r, j is m-times differentiable and , (m)r, j is
Lipschitz continuous of order :.
Condition 3. If the function 8=(,1 , ..., ,p) # H satisfies
:
p
j=1
,j (Xj)=0 a.e.,
then each ,j is zero a.e.
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We state in the following theorem the main result of this paper. Let
#=(2;+1)&1, \=;# and & & refer to the L2 distance with respect to the
joint density of (X1 , ..., Xp).
Theorem 3.1. Under conditions 13 we have
(i) Let kn1&$ for some $>0. There exists a unique solution for the
minimization problem (3.1) except on an event whose probability goes to zero
as n  .
(ii) Let c2n#kc1 n# for positive constants c1 and c2 . Then, for
l=1, 2, ... and s=ml+1, ..., ml+dl :
inf[&, s, j&,r, j&: 8r is an r th APC associated with *$l]
=OPr(n&\), j=1, ..., p.
(iii) Let c2n#kc1 n# for positive constants c1 and c2 . Then, for
l=1, 2, ..., s=ml+1, ..., ml+dl and 8r being an r th APC associated with *$l :
n&1 :
n
i=1
[, s(Xi)] 2=Var[, r(X)]+OPr(n&\).
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is in Section 5 and adapts the arguments of
the proof of Burman [5], who shows similar results for spline estimates of
optimal transformations. The proof of (i) is in Section 5.2 and the result (ii)
is a direct consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below whereas (iii) is a
consequence of Lemmas 5.15.4.
Remarks. (1) The rates of convergence obtained in Theorem 3.1 are
the same obtained by Stone [19] for spline estimates of aditive regression.
In a regression setting, Stone [18] showed that these rates of convergence
are optimal. It is natural to conjecture that such an optimality occurs also
for APCs.
(2) As pointed out in Burman [5] for the spline estimate of optimal
transformations of variables, in practice it may be desirable to place knots
at the sample quantiles. In order to show the same result in such a setting,
the proofs have to be considerably improved.
4. EIGENCHARACTERIZATION OF THE SPLINE ESTIMATES
Let us first introduce some notation for spline functions. We define Hk, j
and H k as the subspaces of Hj and H, respectively,
Hk, j=H j & Sk, q , j=1, ..., p, H k=Hk, 1_ } } } _Hk, p .
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In H, let P k be the operator defined by the component mappings
[P k8] j=Pk, j \ :
p
j $=1
,j $+ ,
where Pk, j is the orthogonal projection onto Hk, j . We define now similar
Hilbert spaces but with respect to the norm defined by the empirical
distribution based on the sample (X1 , ..., Xn): H k, j is the space of functions
, j # Sk, g such that
n&1 :
n
i=1
, j (X i, j)=0,
with norm and inner product defined as
&, &2n=n
&1 :
n
i=1
, 2j (Xi, j), (, j ,  j) n=n
&1 :
n
i=1
, j (Xi, j)  j (Xi, j).
The space H k is defined as H k=H k, 1_ } } } _H k, p with norm and inner
product
&8 &2H k= :
p
j=1
&, j &n , (, j ,  j) H k= :
p
j=1
(, j ,  j) n .
We then define in H k , the operator P k by its component mappings
[P k8 ] j=P k, j \ :
p
j=1
, j $+ ,
P k, j being the orthogonal projection onto H k, j .
With this notation it is easy to see that the spline estimate of an r th
APC, 8 r is defined as functions in H k such that
(P k8 e , 8 r) H k=min! subject to (8 r , 8 l) H k=$r, l , l=1, ..., r.
(4.1)
Similarly, we define spline APCs as functions 8 r in H k such that
(P k8 r , 8 r) H=min ! subject to (8 r , 8 l) H=$r, l , l=1, ..., r. (4.2)
We have the following theorems, in which & & refers to the L2 distance
with respect to the joint density of (X1 , ..., Xp). Let *k, 1*k, 2 } } } be the
eigenvalues defined by the problem (4.2) with corresponding eigenfunctions
8 1 , 8 2 , ...; let dk, 1 be the multiplicity of the i th strictly smallest of these
eigenvalues, mk, 1=0 and for l>1, mk, l= l&1i=1 dk, i .
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Theorem 4.1. (a) There exists an integer k0 such that for k>k0 , and
l=1, 2, ..., ml=mk, r , for some r(k, l )1.
(b) There exists a positive constant C such that for j=1, ..., p,
sup
ml+1sml+dl
inf
,r, j
[&, s, j&,r, j&: 8r is a rth APC associated with *$l]Ck&;.
Let Gml+dlk, ml+1 be the Hilbert space spanned by 8 s , s=m l+1, ..., ml+d l
and Ek, l be the eigenspace associated with *k, l . Then we have:
Theorem 4.2. Let kn1&$ for some $>0.
(a) There exists a unique solution for the minimization problem (3.1)
except on an event whose probability goes to zero as n  .
(b) Let 8 r=(, r, 1 , ..., , r, p) be a solution of (4.1) with r=ml+1, ...,
ml+dl . Then
inf[&, r, j&, j& : 8 # Gml+dlk, ml+1 , &8 &H=1]=OPr((kn)
12), j=1, ..., p.
We will now derive explicit expressions for the solutions by means of
B-splines. Indeed, let Bk, s( } ), s=1, ..., k+q, be the normalized B-splines
of degree q on [0, 1] with k equispaced knots which provide a basis of
Sk, q (see de Boor [9]). The dimension of Hk, j and H k, j is then k+q&1
and following Burman [5] we can derive a basis for these spaces: let
(e1 , e2 , ..., ek+q&1) be vectors of R
k+q orthogonal to each other and
orthogonal to the (k+q)-dimensional vector 1=(1, ..., 1) and e$lel=1 for
all l. For 1 j p and 1lk+q&1, we define
k, j, l # :
k+q
s=1
el, sBk, s
kbk, j, s
,
and
 k, j, l # :
k+q
s=1
el, sBk, s
kb k, j, s
,
where bk, j, s=EBk, s(Xj) and b k, j, s=n&1 ni=1 Bk, s(Xi, j).
Since Bk, s is positive on its support of length (q+1)k and by condition
1, it is clear that EBk, s(Xj)>0. Moreover Burman [5] points out that for
some #0>0 we have
P[b k, j, s=0 for some s=1, ..., k+q]k exp(&#0nk),
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and this probability is small when kn1&$ for some $>0 (see Theorem 1
in Hoeffding [14]).
It is easy to see that for j=1, ..., p, the functions k, j, l (resp.  k, j, l),
l=1, ..., k+q&1 provide a basis of the space Hk, j (resp. H k, j).
For j=1, ..., p, let 9k, j and 9 k, j be the (k+q&1)-dimensional vector of
functions k, j, l and  k, j, l , respectively and Bk, j be the (k+q)-dimensional
vector of B-splines corresponding to the variable Xj . We can write
9k, j=Dk, jBk, j and 9 k, j=D k, j Bk, j ,
where Dk, j and D k, j are (k+q&1)_(k+q) matrices with generic element
el, s kbk, j, s (respectively el, s kb k, j, s).
Finally we note by 9k and 9 k the ( pk+ pq& p)-dimensional vectors of
all the functions  and  . We have
9k=Dk Bk , 9 k=D k Bk ,
where Bk is the ( pk+ pq)-dimensional vector of all the B-splines corre-
sponding to the vector X and Dk and D k are ( pk+ pq& p)_( pk+ pq)
block diagonal matrices with blocks Dk, j and D k, j , j=1, ..., p.
For j=1, ..., p and l=1, ..., p, we define now the matrices
A0j=E[Bk, j (Xj) B$k, j (Xj)],
A 0j=n&1 :
n
i=1
[Bk, j (Xi, jB$k, j (Xi, j)],
Axj=E[9k, j (Xj) 9$k, j (Xj)],
A xj=n&1 :
n
i=1
[9 k, j (Xi, j) 9 $k, j (Xi, j)],
Al( j)=E[Bk, l (X l) 9$k, j (Xj)],
A l( j)=n&1 :
n
i=1
[Bk, l (Xi, l) 9 $k, j (Xi, j )],
A00=diag[A01 , ..., Aop],
A 00=diag[A $01 , ..., A 0p],
and
A( j) l=A$l( j) , A ( j) l=A $l( j) .
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Let 9 r=(, r, 1 , ..., , r, p) be a function in H k such that for j=1, ..., p,
, r, j=%$r, jBk, j where %r, j # Rk+q. When the matrix A xj is nonsingular, we
can write
(P k8 r , 8 r) H k= :
p
j, l=1
%$r, lA l( j) A &1xj A ( j) j%r, j
=%$rA %r ,
where A is a p_p-block matrix with blocks A lj=A l( j)A &1xj A ( j) j and
%r=(%r, 1 , ..., %r, p). Then, if the matrices A xj and A 00 are nonsingular the
minimization problem (4.1) is equivalent to seeking vectors %r # R p(r+q)
such that n&1 ni=1 %$r, jBk, j (Xi, j)=0, j=1, ..., p and
%$rA %r=min ! subject to %$rA 00% l=$r, l l=1, ..., r. (4.3)
Equivently (4.3) can be written as n&1 ni=1 % $r, jA
&12
0j Bk, j (Xi, j)=0,
j=1, ..., p and
% $rA &1200 A A
&12
00 % r=min ! subject to % $r% l=$r, l , l=1, ..., r, (4.4)
where A 1200 is the square root (symmetric, nonnegative, positive) of the
matrix A 00 . It is easy to see that the solution % r of (4.4) is an eigen-
vector associated with the (r+ p) th smallest eigenvalue A &1200 A A
&12
00 .
Similarly if we define the matrix A as a p_p block-matrix with blocks
Alj=Al( j)A&1xj A( j) j , (4.2) can be rewritten as 8 r=% rA
&12
00 Bk, j with
E% $r, jA&120j Bk, j (Xj)=0 and
% $rA&1200 AA
&12
00 % r=min ! subject to % $r% l=$r, l , l=1, ..., r. (4.5)
5. PROOFS
Proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are driven in the same way as the proofs
of equivalent results for spline estimates of optimal transformations which
were performed previously by Burman [5]. The main difference with this
problem is that we deal with general l th smallest eigenvalues instead of the
largest eigenvalue of a compact operator. For this reason we just give an
outline of the proofs, showing that the arguments of Burman’s proof may
be applied in our framework.
In the following &x& denotes the euclidean norm of a vector
x=(x1 , ..., xn),
&x&=\ :
n
i=1
x2i +
12
,
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and for a matrix A=[ai, j], i=1, ..., p, j=1, ..., n, &A& is the usual norm
defined as
&A&= max
&x&=1
&Ax&.
Finally, *min(A) and *max(A) are respectively the smallest and the greatest
eigenvalues of a matrix A.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof is based on the relation between eigen-
values *k, s , and *$l given in the following lemma and which generalizes
Lemma 5.1 from Burman [5] to general l th smallest eigenvalue of some
compact operator. The structure of the proof for our lemma is similar to
that of Burman’s but differs in the low end of the spectrum arguments so
that we decide to give the full proof.
Lemma 5.1. There exists a constant cl>0 such that *$l*k, s*$l+clk&;,
for s=ml+1, ..., ml+dl .
Proof. Arguing that the Mapping principle from Weinberger [22,
Theorem 6.1, p. 57] can be applied to the low end of the spectrum of P and
of P k restricted to H k , we have
*k, s*$l , s=ml+1, ..., ml+d l .
For 8 # Gml+dl1 , &8&H=1, where Gml+dl1 is the space spanned by eigenfunc-
tions associated with *$j , jl, we will first show that
|( (P k&* k 6k) 8, 8) H&( (P&* k I ) 8, 8) H |cl k&;, (5.1)
where the operator 6k is defined in H as the orthogonal projection on Hk
and * k is the largest eigenvalue of Pk . Indeed, we have
|(P k&* k6k) 8, 8) H&( (P&* kI ) 8, 8) H |
= } :
p
j $=1
E \\ :
p
j=1
Pk, j $,j&Pj $,j+&* k(Pk, j $, j $&,j $)+ ,j $ }
 :
p
j $=1
:
j{ j $
E |(Pk, j $,j&Pj $ ,j) , j $ |
+ :
p
j $=1
E |(1&* k)(Pk, j $ ,j $&Pj $,j $) , j $ |
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 :
p
j $=1
:
j{ j $
&Pk, j $,j&Pj $ ,j&
+|1&* k | :
p
j $=1
&Pk, j $,j $&Pj $, j $&
c :
p
j=1
:
p
j $=1
&Pk, j $,j&Pj $ ,j&.
Now, it is easy to see that
&Pk, j $,j&Pj $ ,j&=&Pk, j $(Pj $,j)&Pj $,j&,
and the result (5.1) is now a consequence of theorem XII.I of de Boor [9].
Since for 8 # H, ( (P k&* k 6k) 8, 8) H=( (P k&* k6k) 6k8, 6k 8) H , and
eigenvalues of P k&* k6k are non-positive, we have
*k, ml+dl&* k=sup[( (P k&* k6k) 8, 8) H : 8 # G
ml+dl
k, 1 , &8&H=1]
= inf
independent
F1 , ..., Fml+dl # H
linearly
sup {( (P k&* k6k) 8, 8) H : 8
= :
ml+dl
s=1
:sFs , &8&H=1= ,
which gives us
*k, ml+dl&* ksup[( (P k&* k6k) 8, 8) H ; 8 # G
ml+dl
1 , &8&H=1],
and since for 8 # Gml+dl1 , (&8&H=1), (P8, 8) H*$l and the inequality
(5.1) is uniform for 8 # # Gml+dl1 , we have
*k, ml+dl*$l+cl k
&;,
from which the result follows since *k, ml+dl*k, s , ml+1sml+dl . K
Now part (a) of Theorem 4.1 is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.1. In
order to prove part (b) of Theorem 4.1, and following the notations in
Burman [5], we define 1 as a positively-oriented closed curve in the com-
plex plane containing only the eigenvalue *$l of P and such that every point
on 1 is at least inf[*$l&*$l&1)2, (*$l+1&*$l)2] (respectively (*$l+1&*$l)2,
for l=1) distance away from *$l&1 , *$l and *$l+1 (respectively *$l and *$l+1 ,
for l=1). From Lemma 5.1, there exists k0 such that for k>k0 , *k, s ,
s=ml+1, ..., ml+dl are all inside 1, all of them are at least = distance
away from 1 for some =>0 (for l>1, *k, ml is outside 1 and at least =
distance away from 1 ). It follows that the resolvents Rk(*)=(Pk&*)&1
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and R(*)=(P&*)&1 exist for each * on 1. Moreover since P k and P are
self-adjoint, it follows from Chatelin [6, Propositions 2.32 and 2.33] that
Rk(*) and R(*) are uniformly bounded (in * and n) on 1 and that the
operators Sk and S defined as
Sk=&(2i?)&1 |
1
Rk(*) d*, S=&(2i?)&1 |
1
R(*) d*,
are orthogonal projections, i.e.,
Sk= :
ml+dl
s=ml+1
Qk, s , S=Q l ,
where Qk, s and Ql are defined in H as orthogonal projection operators on
Ek, s and El , respectively. Then, to finish the proof of part (b), it is enough
to show that
&(Sk&S) Sk &=O(k&;),
which is performed using the arguments from Burman [5] (proof of
Theorem 4.1).
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Again, proof of Theorem 4.2 repeats the
arguments from Burman [5], which are based on asymptotics results for
matrices defined at the end of Section 4. We summarize these results in
Lemmas 5.25.4. Let $$ be a real such that 0<$$<$2 and let $nk=
(kn1&$$)&12. Some easy adaptation of Lemma 6.1 in Burman [5] gives the
following results:
Lemma 5.2. (a) Let A be one of the matrices A0j , Axj , A00 . Then, there
exist two nonnegative constants C1 , C2 such that for j=1, ..., p,
0<C1*min(kA)<*max(kA)C2<.
(b) For j=1, ..., p, l=1, ..., p, &A xj&Axj&, &A 00&A00&, &A (l) j&A(l ) j&,
are oPr($nk), uniformly for kn1&$$.
Now, the matrices
Wk=A&1200 AA
&12
00 and W k=A
&12
00 A A
&12
00 ,
have the same p(k+q&1) largest (increasing) eigenvalues as P k and P k ,
respectively (see Section 4). We have moreover the following results:
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Lemma 5.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 we have uniformly for
k<n1&$$
(a) &A &1200 &A
&12
00 &=oPr(k
32$nk),
(b) &A &A&=oPr($nk),
(c) &W k&Wk &=oPr(k$nk).
Proof. (a) The result is a consequence of part (b) of Lemma 5.2 and
the equivalent of Lemma 6.3 (a) from Burman [5] for our matrices A &1200
and A&1200 .
(b) Since A and A are block matrices, the result has to be shown
only for the blocks. We have for l=1, ..., p and j=1, ..., p,
&A lj&Alj&&A l( j)&Al( j) & &A &1xj & &A ( j) j&
+&Al( j) & &A &1xj &A&1xj & &A( j) j&
+&Al( j) & &A &1xj & &A ( j) j&A( j) j &.
We get &A &1xj &A
&1
xj &=oPr(k
2$nk) with the same arguments of part (a) (see
Burman [5]). Now, we have
&Al( j)&&D$kj & &EBk, l (X l) B$kj (Xj)&.
We get first, applying Lemma 6.1 in Burman [5], &EBk, l (Xl) B$kj (Xj)&=
O(k&1). Let u # Rk+q&1; we have
&D$kju&= :
k+q
s=1
1
k2b2k, j, s \ :
k+q&1
l=1
ulel, s+
2
,
and applying property (viii) from p. 155 of de Boor [9] and condition 1
gives us for s=1, ..., k+q,
1
k2b2k, j, s
C,
so that &D$kj&=O(1) and then &Al( j)&=O(k&1). It suffices now to apply
Lemma 5.1 to get part (b).
(c) The result is obtained using part (a) and (b) together with the
decomposition
W k&Wk=(A &1200 &A
&12
00 ) A A
&12
00
+A&1200 (A &A) A
&12
00
+A&1200 A(A
&12
00 &A
&12
00 ). K
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With the same proof as for stating inequalities (6.18a) and (6.18b) in
Burman [5] one can show the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. (a) Let u # R p(k+q) such that &u&=1. We have
&u$(A &1200 &A
&12
00 )&=OPr(kn
&12).
(b) Let w # R p(k+q) such that &w&=1. We have
&w$(W k&Wk)&=OPr((kn&1)12).
Part (a) of Theorern 4.2 is then a direct consequence of Lemma 5.2, since
the matrices A 00 and A xj , j=1, ..., p are nonsingular except on an event
whose probability tends to zero with n. Unicity is a consequence of the
result of Okamoto [17]. The proof of part (b) of Theorem 4.2 can be
performed along the same line as in Burman [5]. Let us stress the main
steps of this proof.
Let % s and % s , s=1, ..., p(k+q&1) be the eigenvectors associated with
the p(k+q&1) largest (increasing) eigenvalues of Wk and W k , with &% s&
=&% s&=1. Then 8 s=(, s, 1 , ..., , s, p), with , s, j #% $s, jA &120 j Bkj and 8 s=
(, s, 1 , ..., , s, p), with , s, j #% $s, j A&120 j Bk, j are eigenfunctions of the operators
Pk and P k associated with the same eigenvalues as % s and % s (see Section 4).
Let 1 be defined as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and rk(*)=(Wk&*)&1
and r^k(*)=(W k&*)&1. Then, from Lemma 5.1, rk(*) exists and is
uniformly bounded on 1 and by Lemma 5.3 (c), for k sufficiently large the
eigenvalue * k, ml+1 , ..., * k, ml+dl are inside 1, * k, ml+dl+1 and for l>1, * k, ml
are outside 1 and at least = distance away from 1, for some =>0, on an
event whose probability goes to zero with n. Then r^k(*) exists and is
uniformly bounded except on an event whose probability goes to zero with
n. Let us define
Tk= :
ml+dl
s=ml+1
% s$% $s=&(2i?)&1 |
1
rk(*) d*,
and
T k= :
ml+dl
s=ml+1
% s % $s=&(2i?)&1 |
1
r^k(*) d*,
which are projection matrices. Using the second resolvent equation and
Lemma 5.3 (c), one has for ml+1sml+dl ,
&% s&Tk % s &=oPr(k $nk). (5.2)
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Now let , s=% $sA &1200 Bk and , l=% $lA
&12
00 Bk , where % l=
ml+dl
s$=ml+1
(% $s% s$) % s$ .
One gets
&, s&, l& :
ml+dl
s$=ml+1
|% $s% s$ | &% $s$(A &1200 &A&1200 )& &B00&12
+&% $s(W k&Wk)& &Fk& &A &1200 & &B00&12
=(Ia)+(Ib),
where Fk=[2i?)&1 1 rk(*)(* k, s&*)
&1 d* and B00=E(Bk(X) B$k(X)). Let
us note that, under conditions 1 and 3, by Proposition 5.2 of Breiman and
Friedman [3], there exist two constants &1 and &2 such that for 8=
(,1 , ..., ,p) # H, we have
&1 :
p
j=1
E[, j (Xj)]2E _ :
p
j=1
, j (Xj)&
2
&2 :
p
j=1
E[,j (Xj)]2. (5.3)
Then using (5.3), it is sufficient to prove that (Ia) and (Ib) are
OPr((kn&1)12). By the same arguments as in Lemma 6.1 in Burman [5],
one can show that &B00 &=0(k&1). Since |% $s % s$ |1 for s$=ml+1, ...,
ml+dl , the conclusion for (Ia) follows from Lemma 5.4 (a). Since &Fk &=
OPr(1), &A 00&=OPr(k&1), we have
(Ib)&% $s(W k&Wk)& OPr(1) OPr(k12) OPr(k&12).
To show that the term (Ib) is OPr((kn&1)12), it is enough to show that
&% $s(W k&Wk)&=OPr((kn&1)12).
By Lemma 5.3 (c) and by relation (5.2) one has
&% $s(W k&Wk)& :
ml+dl
s$=ml+1
(% $s % s$) % $s(W k&Wk)&
&% $s&% $l& &(W k&Wk)&
=oPr(k2$2nk)=OPr((kn
&1)12,
and by Lemma 5.4 (b)
:
ml+dl
s$=ml+1
|% $s % s$ | &% $s$(W k&Wk)&=OPr((kn&1)12),
which gives us the result. K
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